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Translation

本草綱目
Ben cao gang mu
服器部目録

Section Clothes and Utensils, Contents
第三十八卷
Chapter 38

李時珍曰：敝帷敝蓋，聖人不遺；木屑竹頭，賢者注意，無棄物也。中流

之壺拯溺，雪窖之氈救危，無微賤也。服帛器物，雖屬尾瑣，而倉猝值

用，亦奏奇功，豈可藐視而漫不經神耶? 舊本散見草、木、玉石、蟲魚、人

部。今集其可備醫用者，凡七十九種，爲服器部。分爲二部：曰服帛，曰

器物。草部十六種，木部十九種，玉石部二種，蟲魚部五種，人部一種，

共四十三種。

Li Shizhen: Worn-out curtains and covers were not overlooked by the sages. Wood-

en scraps and bamboo tips were paid attention to by the virtuous. Nothing was ne-

glected. A kettle fl oating in a stream may save a drowning person. Th e felt used to 

cover snow in a pit might rescue someone in a critical situation. Nothing is to be 

considered despicable. Clothes, silk and utensils, as petty and trivial as they are, in 

situations of unexpected turmoil they may be of good use and off er extraordinary 

results. So, why should they be looked down upon instead of being appreciated! 

In the old [Ben cao] editions, they appeared scattered among herbs, trees, jade and 

stones/minerals, worms/bugs, fi sh and human [substances]. Here now 79 varietes 

are gathered together in a “clothes and utensils section” to make them available for 
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medicinal use. [Th is section] is further divided in two sections again, namely clothes 

and silk, and utensils and further items. 16 kinds are grouped as herbs. 19 kinds are 

grouped as woods/trees. Two kinds are grouped as jade and stones/minerals. Five 

kinds are grouped as worms/bugs and fi sh. One kind is a human substance. Togeth-

er these are 43 kinds. 

[Th e items recorded below are adopted from the following sources:]

Ming yi bie lu 名醫别録: 3 kinds, during Liang 梁, commented by Tao 

Hongjing 陶弘景.

Tang ben cao 唐本草, 3 kinds, during Tang 唐, by Su Gong 蘇恭.

Ben cao shi yi 本草拾遺, 35 kinds, during Tang 唐, by Chen Cangqi 陳藏器.

Yao xing ben cao 藥性本草, 1 kind, during Tang 唐, by Zhen Quan 甄權.

Kai bao ben cao 開寶本草, 1 kind, during Song 宋, by Ma Zhi 馬志.

Jia you ben cao 嘉祐本草, 1 kind, during Song 宋, by Zhang Yuxi 掌禹錫.

Ben cao gang mu 本草綱目, 35 kinds, during Ming 明, by Li Shizhen 李時珍.

【附註】：

Additional comments [are based on the following sources]:

Wei 魏 [dynasty]: 

Wu Pu 吴普 Ben cao 本草

Tang 唐 [dynasty]: 

Li Xun 李珣, Hai yao 海藥

Shu 蜀 [dynasty]:

Han Baosheng 韓保昇, Chong zhu 重注

Song 宋 [dynasty]: 

Su Song 蘇頌, Tu jing 圖經

Tang Shenwei 唐慎微, Zheng lei 證類

Kou Zongshi 寇宗奭, Yan yi 衍義

Yuan 元 [dynasty]: 

Zhu Zhenheng 朱震亨, Bu yi 補遺
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服器之一
Clothes and Utensils I

服帛類二十五種
Clothes and Silk Group, 25 kinds.

38-01 Jin 錦, brocade. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-02 Juan 絹, thin, tough silk. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-03 Bo 帛, silk fabric. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-04 Bu 布, cloth. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-05 Mian 綿, silk fl oss. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-06 Kun dang 褌襠, crotch of underpants. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-06-A01 Yue jing yi 月經衣, garments worn during menstruation.

38-07 Han shan 汗衫, undershirt. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-08 Xiao zi shan 孝子衫, shirt worn by a son to display fi lial piety. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-09 Bing ren yi 病人衣, a sick person’s garment. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-10 Yi dai 衣帶, garment belt. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-11 Tou jin 頭巾, head scarf. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-12 Fu tou 幞頭, headdress. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-13 Pi jin zi 皮巾子, leather scarf. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-14 Pi yao dai 皮腰袋, leather waist belt. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-15 Jiao jiao bu 繳脚布, cloth used for footbinding. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-16 Bai tian gong 敗天公, decayed ‘Honorable Heaven’. FE Shi yi 拾遺; i.e., 

Li 笠, wide-brimmed straw hat.

38-17 Gu suo yi 故蓑衣, old raincoat made from rushes. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-18 Zhan ti 氈屉, felt insole. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-19 Pi xue 皮鞾, leather boot. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-20 Ma xie 麻鞋, hemp shoe. FE Tang ben 唐本

38-21 Cao xie 草鞋, straw shoe. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-22 Lü ti bi sheng 履屉鼻繩, a string from the nose of wooden clogs. FE 

Tang ben 唐本

38-23 Zi jing si sheng 自經死繩, a noose used for suicidal hanging. FE Shi yi 

拾遺

38-24 Ling chuang xie 靈牀鞋, shoe from underneath a bier. FE Shi yi 拾

38-25 Si ren zhen xi 死人枕蓆, a corpse’s headrest and mat. FE Shi yi 拾遺
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上附方舊七，新六十三。

Recipes added to the entries above: 

Seven of old, 63 newly [recorded].

服器之二

Clothes and Utensils II
器物類五十四種

Utensils and Further Items, 54 kinds

38-26 Zhi 紙, paper. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-27 Qing zhi 青紙, greenish paper. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-28 Yin zhi 印紙, paper with an offi  cial seal. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-29 Tong you san zhi 桐油傘紙, paper from an umbrella impregnated with 

vermicia oil. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-30 Li ri 歷日, calendar. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-31 Zhong kui 鍾馗. [drawing of ] Zhong Kui. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-32 Tao fu 桃符, peachwood talisman. FE Yao xing 藥性

38-33 Tao jue 桃橛, peachwood peg. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-34 Jiu yue zhang 救月杖, the stick used to rescue the moon. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-35 Bo huo zhang 撥火杖, wooden fi re poker. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-36 Chui huo tong 吹火筒, a tube to kindle a fi re by blowing. 

FE Gang mu 綱目

38-37 Zao bing mu 鑿柄木, wooden handle of a chisel. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-38 Tie zhui bing 鐵椎柄, handle of an iron hammer. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-39 Chong xie 銃楔, ramrod of a handgun. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-40 Dao qiao 弓鞘, sheath of a knife. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-41 Ma bian 馬鞭, horsewhip. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-42 Jian ke ji cu 箭舘及鏃, arrow shaft and arrowhead. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-43 Gong nu xuan 弓弩弦, bowstring and crossbow string. FE Bie lu 别録

38-44 Fang che xuan 紡車弦, string of a spinning wheel. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-45 Suo tou 梭頭, shuttle head. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-46 Lian jia guan 連枷關, fl ail. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-47 Cong dan jian 楤擔尖, tip of a pole. FE Gang mu 綱目

38-48 Shu bi 梳篦, comb and fi ne-toothed comb. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-49 Zhen xian dai 針綫袋, bag with needles and threads. FE Shi yi 拾遺

38-50 Pu shan 蒲扇, cattail leaf fan. FE Shi yi 拾遺


